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Abstract
This paper aims to describe the software development settings of medical device domain focusing on the demands of the safety critical software processes. Medical device software developers have to adhere to a number of regulations and standards. This paper addresses the most important characteristics of a software development framework that could support medical device software developers in their efforts to comply with these regulations as well as to improve their software development processes.
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1 Introduction

Software engineering has been around as an academic field and as an industry domain long enough to not be called novel anymore. It has been taught in universities for several decades. As with any domain that has moved from innovation to commonplace, the research questions have changed along with it. Software has become central to how we live and for many other domains whose knowledge is built on top of software engineering applications. The critical questions for software engineering have now shifted from the fundamental issues of how to develop software into an easier adoption and automation, adjustment and tailoring of these software development tasks. Software development in safety critical domains is one of these critical questions as an increasing amount of software is being embedded to medical devices, cars and airplanes.

A stable body of knowledge for software engineering exists in the world today which describes how to design and develop software. Two main philosophies of software development have emerged: prescriptive development and agile development [1]. Prescriptive development along with prescriptive process models are often associated with the development of detailed process definitions, followed by the application of process activities and tasks in accordance with the process definition. The intention of prescriptive process models is to improve the product quality by reducing the number of errors that are made and by supporting the achievement of delivery dates, budget constraints. In the case of medical device software development, the primary goal is to create safe and effective medical devices. Agile development, on the other hand, seeks to reduce the levels of bureaucracy associated with prescriptive process models and promote project agility. Increased agility allows development to respond rapidly to changing requirements and relies more on human-centric skills; thus empowering individuals to make decisions that best support emerging demands as opposed to strictly following an extensively defined and heavily prescribed process. As to which of these two philosophies is best (prescriptive or agile), Pressman points out that although an emotional debate has raged, it is really a question of trade-offs [1]. Or put another way, the selection of a software process philosophy (and indeed a software process itself) must first consider the benefits bestowed by different approaches and thereafter, identify the process characteristics that best service the demands of the given software development domain/environment [2].

This paper aims to describe how the generic software development approaches fit to the software development in highly regulated medical device domain. The next section describes prescriptive process models and their importance in medical device domain. The focus then shifts to the medical device software development - the medical device regulations and standards, and the current medical device software development practices. The authors then describe the demands of and appropriate approaches to medical device software development that lead to the characteristics that a medical device software development process model should have. Finally, the paper presents some concluding remarks and the future works.

2 Overview of Prescriptive Process Models

Quality Management System (QMS) standards provide various prescriptive process models that have long been established in software development (and earlier in other industrial sectors) as an approach to process management. A QMS is essentially concerned with the design and management of a suite of processes that support the achievement of consistent levels of quality in the delivery of products and services. Typically, a QMS standard will have an associated audit system whereby the performance of the QMS can be evaluated. The outcome of a QMS audit is either pass or failure, with instances of failure having an associated list of non-conformances with the standard. Audits can be conducted either internally by organisational personnel or by an external party. When the outcome of a third party audit is successful, it is generally possible to obtain official certification of compliance with the QMS. Perhaps the most widely adopted QMS is the ISO 9001 standard [3], which is applied in software development settings via the guidance provided in ISO 90003 [4]. Although ISO 9001 can theoretically be implemented in any software development setting, it has been suggested that the benefits are greater for large rather than small organisations [5]. It has also been reported that ISO 90003 may not be sufficiently rich in software development know-how [6]. Despite the guidance for performance improvement provided in ISO 9004, the primary aim of QMS standards like the ISO 9000
series is to evaluate the organizational conformance necessary for regulation – appropriate in the medical device sector because of the need to have consistent and equal application of the pertinent legislation. Continuous improvement of processes is the cornerstone of alternative prescriptive models that are referred to in this paper as the Capability Maturity Frameworks (CMFs). The underlying notion is that when the processes with higher capability are applied in the organization they will also advance the overall organizational maturity [7].

CMFs accept that process implementations vary greatly, ranging from complete disorganisation to extensive process implementation and management. CMFs provide a roadmap for process improvement that is based on the extensive experience of a large number of previous implementations over many years. It is also possible to undertake an assessment of process implementation using the infrastructure of a CMF. However, the outcome of a CMF-related assessment is different to the outcome of a QMS audit, in that it is concerned with the identification of the process capability when measured against established best practice for a process (as opposed to the pass/failure scenario associated with QMS audits).

Two of the best known and most widely adopted software development CMFs are ISO/IEC 15504 [8] and CMMI-DEV [9]. Software development CMFs address the need for process improvement in software development settings, and are noted to provide benefits, such as a reduction in the cost of quality [10], improved customer satisfaction and project performance [11]. However, software development CMFs are not entirely without criticism. As with QMSs, it has been noted that CMFs may be more challenging to implement in smaller software development companies, which are often confronted with customer pressures and a general lack of time and resources [12].

To date, a number of different software development standards and guidance documents have been developed for use in the medical device sector. These contemporary standards are presented in the following section, along with a brief outline of the medical device regulations. Thereafter, we examine the suitability of the two different software development philosophies (prescriptive process models and agile process models) to medical device software development.

## 3 Background to Medical Device Software Development

The medical device industry is focusing increasingly on software quality as more and more software is integrated into medical devices. According to data from the U.S. FDA [13], “software failures were behind 24% of all the medical device recalls in 2011” resulting in “gearing up the FDA labs to spend more time analysing the quality and security of software-based medical instruments and equipment.” Although the domain is heavily controlled by regulations, the regulation itself is satisfied in practice through the implementation of appropriate process and quality standards. Therefore, it is critically important that the medical device software process and quality standards, presented in Figure 1, adopt the expertise accumulated in the generic, best practice software process standards (that have proven to be the foundation of developing high quality software).

### 3.1 Medical Device Regulations

A medical device can consist entirely of software or have software as a component of the overall medical device system [14]. In order to be able to market a medical device within a particular region it is necessary to comply with the regulatory demands of that region (Figure 1). Two of the largest global bodies responsible for issuing and managing medical device regulation belong to the central governing functions of the US and EU.

In the case of the US, the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) issues the pertinent regulation through a series of official channels, including the Code of Federal Regulation (CFR) Title 21, Chapter I, Subchapter H. Part 820 [15]. Under US regulation, there are three medical device safety classifications: Class I, Class II and Class III. The medical device safety classification is based first and foremost on the clinical safety of the device. Class I devices are not intended to support or sustain human life, and may not present an unreasonable risk of harm. Examination gloves are an example of a Class I medical device. Class II medical devices are those devices for which Class I general controls alone cannot assure human safety and effectiveness. Class II devices could cause damage or harm to humans. An example of a Class II medical device is a powered wheelchair. Class III medical devices
are usually those that support or sustain human life, and are of significant importance in the prevention of human health impairment. An example of a Class III device is an implantable pacemaker. All implantable devices are Class III medical devices as the surgery required carries additional high risks from anaesthesia and possible infections that go beyond the technical and engineering safety risks of the correct performance of the device.

In the EU, the corresponding regulation is outlined in the general Medical Device Directive (MDD) 93/42/EEC [14], the Active Implantable Medical Device Directive (AIMDD) 90/385/EEC [16], and the In-vitro Diagnostic (IVD) Medical Device Directive 98/79/EC [17] - all three of which have been amended by 2007/47/EC [18]. Although slightly different to the US safety classifications that are based on clinical safety of the device, the EU classifications essentially embody similar classifications and limitations, where Class I corresponds to Class I, Class IIa and IIb to Class II, and Class III to Class III. A further safety classification applies to the software in the medical device as outlined in IEC 62304, wherein the safety classification is concerned with the worst possible consequence in the case of a software failure (as compared with general medical device safety classification which is based on the difficulty of a regulator to determine if the device will be safe). Hence, some Class II medical devices can cause serious injury or even death, but they are Class II because they are similar (in clinical use and safety) to well understood devices that have been used before. Since IEC 62304 safety
classifications are based on worse case failure of the software, it is possible that Class II medical devices can have Class III software.

In the medical device domain, ISO 13485:2003 (ISO 13485 from hereon) [19] outlines the requirements for regulatory purposes from a QMS perspective. ISO 13485, which is based on ISO 9001 [3], can be used to assess an organisation’s ability to meet both customer and regulatory requirements. However, ISO 13485 does not offer specific guidance on software development. IEC 62304:2006 (IEC 62304 from hereon) [20], which can be used in conjunction with ISO 13485, does offer a framework for the lifecycle processes necessary for the safe design and maintenance of medical device software. As a basic foundation, IEC 62304 assumes that medical device software is developed and maintained within a QMS such as ISO 13485, but does not require an organisation to be certified in ISO 13485. Therefore, IEC 62304 can be considered to be a software development specific supplement to ISO 13485. IEC 62304 is based on ISO/IEC 12207:1995 [21] which although a comprehensive standard for software development lifecycle processes has effectively been decommissioned following the publication of the more extensive ISO/IEC 12207:2008 [22]. Furthermore, other developments in the ISO and IEC communities for software development, such as ISO/IEC 15504, have provided significant additional levels of software process detail to support ISO/IEC 12207:2008. IEC 62304 is currently being revised to better align with ISO/IEC 12207:2008 (Figure 1). IEC 62304 is a critical standard for medical device software developers as it is the only standard that provides recommendations for medical device software implementations based on the worse consequences in the case where the software failures lead to hazards. Furthermore, for general medical device risk management, IEC 62304 is used in conjunction with ISO 14971 [23], with IEC 80002-1 [24] providing guidance on the application of ISO 14971 for software development. Additionally, as IEC 62304 considers a medical device system to consist of software as part of an overall medical device system, the system level requirements are not included within IEC 62304 but instead within the medical device product standard IEC 60601-1 [25]. Also it should be noted that due to the increasing importance of usability within the medical device industry organisations should also adhere to the medical device usability requirements outlined in IEC 62366 [26].

3.2 Alignment between general software development and medical device standards

One of the more obvious examples of the gap that has emerged between the general software development standards and IEC 62304 (incl. ISO 14971 and IEC 80002-1) is the inconsistency in the use of language and terminology. For example, the Risk Management process that is present in ISO/IEC 12207:2008 (as opposed to ISO/IEC 12207:1995 upon which IEC 62304 is based) is concerned with project-level risks. In effect it is a project level process aimed at identifying and controlling general project risks of budget and schedule. However, the Risk Management process in IEC 62304 is concerned largely with product safety issues (i.e. addressing only negative outcomes) and how these might be reduced through robust process implementation throughout the entire software development lifecycle. Given that the medical device sector, and its many related standards, tends to term safety engineering as risk management, it is appropriate that IEC 62304 should adopt this language. In contrast, process safety issues are dealt with separately in ISO/IEC 15504 (in the Part 10 extension for Safety Critical software development [27]). This has resulted in different process related concepts for medical device software development as compared with generic software development – the Risk Management process. Many additional gaps also exist, and these extend beyond language and terminology, permeating the very architecture and design of the standards themselves. The major difference between these two standards is based both on their different design and purpose.

Figure 1 above presents numerous different medical device standards and regulations that exist today, some of which are interlinked and others which are inconsistent. Although the border between these two domains is potentially difficult to navigate (medical device development is focused on product safety management while general software development has a broader software development mandate), there are some shortcomings in the presently available approaches. The dominant medical device software standards such as IEC 62304 are not yet aligned with the approach adopted in the general software development standards community since the 1995 publication of ISO/IEC 12207. One significant change in this respect has been the introduction of a
harmonised approach to process description (as defined in ISO/IEC 24774 [28]) which involves the identification of core process outcomes that can later be harnessed to develop a process assessment method. A further significant change relates to the movement in the general software development standards community (and in other safety-related domains) to include a software process improvement dimension that can be instrumental in guiding software development organisations towards the required process targets. In effect, the medical device standards have not kept up with the changes that have been made to the general software development standards. There are several reasons why the medical device standards lag the updates to the general software development standards, (perhaps) most importantly the IEC stability period during which adopted harmonised standards are not to be changed unless the proposed changes are necessary in terms of safety. With the increasing use of software in medical devices, there is a case to be made for introducing the accumulated up-to-date wisdom in the general software development standards into the medical device software development specific standards in a uniform fashion – and work in this direction should not wait for the IEC stability period to come to an end, but rather proceed in the interim period (such as the work reported upon in this paper).

In order to identify an appropriate architecture for introducing the significant body of general software process knowledge into the medical device process domain, an initial important step involves an evaluation of the general software development methodology to fit with the specific demands of medical device software development. The next section outlines the results of an evaluation of the general software development methodology with the specific demands of medical device software development.

### 4 Characteristics of a medical device software development framework

The primary observation in relation to the identification of the demands of medical device software development is that a large degree of variation is evident from a development process perspective. Although agile software development approaches are increasingly adopted in industry, the medical device software development still needs to comply with several standards indicating the need for a more disciplined software development approach. This variation in the demands presents a significant challenge to any general framework for medical device software development. Any such framework should be capable of supporting both an agile software development philosophy while also addressing the very high levels of process rigour associated with the more disciplined software development process philosophies [29]. Since these opposing software development philosophies are essentially discordant, it is not surprising that a general framework supporting both philosophies does not presently exist. In developing the medical device software framework, it is useful to first identify the characteristics that such a framework should ideally exhibit:

- **Characteristic 1**: The framework should support the development of software for all medical device safety classifications.
- **Characteristic 2**: The framework should offer greater levels of detail on the implementation of software development processes than presently exists in the dominant medical device software development standards.
- **Characteristic 3**: The framework should identify a roadmap that companies can follow in order to implement the process improvements required in order to progress towards both regulatory compliance and best practice.

The three characteristics highlighted above can be summarised as follows: a general framework for medical device software development should be capable of supporting a spectrum of process implementation, it should offer a high level of detail regarding software process implementation, and it should facilitate software process improvement. A purely agile software development methodology would be unsuited to these characteristics since without adaptation; it can lack a significant investment in up-front requirements elicitation and formal documentation (such as is required for Class C medical device software). Equally, a wholly prescriptive process approach would also be unsuitable for the identified characteristics, since the levels of bureaucracy associated with such approaches would not be ideally aligned with the needs of Class A medical device software development. Therefore, an approach should be designed that supports agility for some types of development, while also providing a prescriptive process for other types of development. Considering that a spectrum of process
implementations is required in order to satisfy the characteristics identified above, it is proposed herein that of the contemporary general software development approaches, a CMF offers the most natural fit. However, some caution should be applied to this judgment as CMFs are more challenging to implement in smaller companies [12, 30-34]. Plus, rapid product innovation may be an important survival characteristic for Class A medical device software developers. Therefore, we must examine if a CMF exists that supports the needs of medical device software development – and if such a CMF does exist, can it be adapted for use in organisations that are engaged in the development of highly innovative, though regulated, Class A medical device software. One possibility would be to adapt the ISO/IEC 15504 CMF (and the underlying ISO/IEC 12207:2008 process activities and tasks) to harmonise with the explicit requirements of IEC 62304 – an approach which (owing to the large amount of descriptive text required) the authors intend to address in a separate publication. A further adaptation of this framework could include the regulatory requirements from FDA and QMS that the medical device products need to be compliant with prior to be placed on the market.

5 Conclusions and Future Works

Medical device domain is heavily controlled by regulations. Regulations are satisfied in practice through the implementation of appropriate process and quality standards. It is therefore critically important that the medical device software process and quality standards adopt the expertise accumulated in the generic, best practice software process standards (that have proven to be the foundation of developing high quality software). As outlined in this paper, this is not presently the case in the medical device software development sector – with IEC 62304 being based on the now withdrawn ISO/IEC 12207:1995. The result is that medical device software development standards are no longer up to date with the acknowledged best practice or process definitions set forth in the international standardisation community (particularly with respect to ISO/IEC 27447, ISO/IEC 12207:2008 and ISO/IEC 15504).

The goal of the work presented in this paper was to describe the landscape of software development in medical device domain focusing on the demands of safety critical software processes. There is a myriad of regulations and standards that need to be applied in medical device software development and the authors presented the most important characteristics of a capability maturity framework that could support medical device software developers in their efforts to adhere to these regulations as well as improving their software development processes. The work is currently underway integrating the generic software development process requirements with the specific medical device regulatory requirements and guidelines into a comprehensive medical device software development capability maturity framework.
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